LIVE THE MAGIK EVERY DAY!

August Newsletter
NOTICE: Many people have been calling and/or
commenting on feeling strange—tired, dizzy, pressure,
as in heaviness in the body or as though they are
carrying a burden of some sort.
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When the sixty days is passed that is only the
beginning of the changes that will continue to be
experienced on Earth.
See the astrological report for more information.

St. Germain says, that beginning with the New Moon
on the 22nd of July at 0 degrees 44 minutes Leo,
followed the next day with Sirius Rising, which is
considered by many to be the most powerful day of
the year, the Earth will be experiencing the
evolutionary shifts of moving fully into the Age of
Aquarius. The cusp between the Age of Pisces and the
Age of Aquarius began in the early 1930’s. The sixty
days between July 22-23 and September 23rd when
Sirius sets mark an influx of energy that brings deep
internal changes of heart to empower a flow of
compassion and heart-felt Love that the Earth has not
known since Ancient times. The physical pain that
many are experiencing is simply an indication of the
EGO’s resistance to these changes that are Cosmic
and Universal. The energies do not go against Free
Will, but seek to reestablish humanities ability to overcome the psychological repression that has held many
of the Earth’s inhabitants in a fear that keeps them
from owning who they are, totally, and living a life that
they were created to live.
This evolutionary process comes after only seventeen
years in the energy of the new millennium. As
humanity moved into the 21st century the old order
began to break apart in order to make room for the
essence of Revelation to change how civilization
functions from the inside out.
These changes are a part of the necessary shifts that
can bring new levels of awareness and understanding
to all of the Earth’s people and raise the frequency on
Earth so that hearts and minds are drawn to unity,
harmony and interdependence, rather than the
division that has formed in recent times, created by
the EGO mind.

This a drawing of the Sirius Star that Dorian created
for the Siris rising ritual on July 23rd. The New Moon
at 0 degrees 44 minutes Leo was the day before,
setting the tone for the massive power shifts occurring
between July 23rd and September 23rd when Siris sets
rignt after the autumnal equinox. See the astrological
column to learn more about the shifts and changes we
are meeting now. If you are interested in a copy of this
drawing contact Dorian at dorianzumwalt@gmail.com.
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Fremont county is gearing up for the total Solar
Eclipse that will occur on August 21st at 11:40AM.
Fremont county is considered the best place in the
world to see the eclipse and Crowheart, WY which is
on the Wind River Reservation will have 100% view of
the eclipse. One reason that the eclipse can be see so
clearly is that we are not near any large city and have
very little polution.

The CDs and mp3s of our Spring Intensive—
“Witches, Magikians and Wand Carriers” are
available for $150 per set. There are 15 CDs and 15
mp3s in each set of our four-day workshop on Ritual
Magik.
We invite you to join us in person. Call or email
Molly for more information.

St. Germain is continuing the “Personal Growth”
package in 2017. This has proven to be one of the
most popular offerings that St. Germain has given.
People are excited about the changes in their lives and
express joyful anticipation for the future. Changes on
all levels are bringing a whole new lease on life as we
evolve into New Humans.
Click here for 2017 Personal Growth Package Details
Rainbow Center News
Fall Intensive Our fall intensive will be November 10,
11-12. The title is “The Elements and Elementals of
Magik”. The elements effect everything in life. Each
person has a primary element that is the element most
easily accessed in many situations. It also shows in the
personality and the nature. All elements are accessible,
but the primary element is a personal dynamic. The
elementals—gnomes (earth), sylphs (air), undines
(water) and salamanders (fire), as well as, Aether
(spirit) are a natural part of life and even though most
of the time humans have little or no awareness of
them they still play a very important part of life in
general and how the natural aspects of life function. St.
Germain will talk about our elements, how to work
with elementals, how to interact with aspects of nature
and how to become much more attuned to how they
feel, look and respond positively. We have been so
long deliberately out of sync with nature, but as
revelation brings us into harmony with the truly
important factors of Life once more, the magik, which
is the true living of Life, is reinstated, no matter what
the beliefs of more recent times have mandated.
Magik is only to be feared if there is the breaking of
the Divine Laws that set it in motion in the beginning.
The intensive will be from 10-2 on the 10th, 10 am to 6
pm on the 11th and 10 am to 4 pm on the 12th. The cost
for this three-day intensive is $350. We invite you to
join us here is Lander for enlightenment, excitement
and expansion, with the Master St. Germain.

CDs and mp3s will be available.
Click here for the Spring Workshop
Our group for August is “Unity and Oneness are not
Myths”. In the division that has occurred on the planet
separation seems stronger than ever. Revelation is
creating the essence and renewal to show the way of
unification and oneness. This understanding will first
be discovered within self and then it will shine out into
the world like a beacon. Many people look at the wars
and doubt that UNITY is anything but a beautiful
myth. St. Germain keeps reminding us that “nothing is
as it appears”. The group will be on August 13th at 2
PM.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2017 Groups

Pegasus at sunset. This is Pegorus, our flying horse
who brings the element of air to life for us.

Our teaching for August is “The Elements: Air”.
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St. Germain is bringing information on the elements
leading up to our November Intensive—The Elements
and Elementals of Magik. Air is associated with the
mind and the breath of Spirit. When we use the
element Air in our magik we call in laws of
communication and sending of messages. The flow of
Air brings so much good into our lives. The August
Teaching is on the 9th, at 7 P.M.
The Teaching is on the second Wednesday evening of
each month at 7 pm MT.
Our call-ins for the Teachings allows you to join in to
hear the teaching and ask questions at the Q&A.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2017 Teachings with the Master

This is mom of our family of racoons that live on the
land. There is are six babies. The babies come and
climb on the trellis on our entryway. There will be six
little noses poking through the lattés and all manner of
little chirpy, clicking noises. They are very
communicative.
ASTROLOGY
AQUARIUS FULL MOON—August 7

A lunar eclipse is an extra potent Full Moon that bring
new opportunities to shift reality. Aquarius is the last
of the air signs and represents the group mind or
collective consciousness through which we contribute
to the whole. This amplification of the air element can
offer expanded awareness of how we are using our
mental energy while clearing old beliefs and thought
patterns that diminish the flow of enlightenment to us.
While Mars was joined with the Full Moon in Cancer
as the Sun shifted into Leo so has Mars, so the Mars
conjunct the New Moon in Leo in July continues to
empower our creativity and the North Node in Leo
assists in our active participation in the collective
dream of life.
Pallas Athene in Taurus – the warrior goddess in
service to the Earth – plays a vital role in this eclipse,
squaring the Sun, Moon and Mars. Pallas is a point of
a powerful earth trine with Mercury and Vesta in
Virgo and Pluto in Capricorn. The eclipse calls the
collective mind to reconsider just how important
nature is in life on the planet and directs attention to
finding solution to the ecological crisis on the earth.
Pallas is the goddess of wisdom and in Taurus it points
out the necessity to be careful and considerate of our
bodies and the body of the Mother Earth that we
inhabit.
The Leo-Aquarius axis highlights the relationship
between the individual and the collective, and how
your unique contributions assist the evolution of
humanity. The Aquarius Moon trine Jupiter in Libra,
magnifies the essence of air and brings our attention to
the changes in the time/space continuum—there is a lot
more space than we have been led to believe and we
create the space of comfort with our own concepts of
how much we have of anything. The Leo North Node
draws our attention to the vitality of the life that we
live. The more we enjoy life the more we have to
share and the greater our personal gift of individuality.
We have been programed to live in the box of
“people pleasing” which narrows our vision and
diminishes our enthusiasm. If we look out into the
world for our measure of value we will find a
kaleidoscope of mirrors that can lead to confusion.
When we feel into our own vast treasure trove of
worth and integrity we can live up to who we truly are.
At a lunar eclipse events from our past meet
completion. In the case of the Aquarian Moon the
completions are highlighted in the areas of friendship,
group and community involvement, focus on
individuality and the gifts that we have to share with
the whole. People who can alter the direction of our
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lives may cross our path at times like this. The Moon
cojoins the South Node so the emphasis is more on
completion that ongoing. There will be clear cut and
well-defined awareness that the social activities in
which we have become involved no longer support
our passion or where our heart would lead us and we
may even find that rather than feeding our spirit they
are draining our reservoir of vitality.
The shadow side of Aquarius can freeze us into
separation rather than encouraging involvement in
what we Love. We can become so detached that we
disconnect from our heart; an over-attachment to
having the “perfect plan” can hobble our forward
movement. Idealization of vision can deny the ability
to take risks. We can discover that our fear of
rejection for being who we are causes alienation from
the people and things that bring us the most joy. We
are at a point of breakthrough that allows us to see
beyond the old perceptions that have limited our
potential and kept us hiding our “light under a bushel”
so to speak. “What will they say if I fail?” “What will
they say if I succeed?” Everything gets stalled in a fear
to make choices.
Both Saturn and Uranus, the co-rulers of Aquarius,
are retrograde, along with Chiron, Neptune, Pluto and
Eris, plus Mercury is preparing to turn retrograde on
the 13th of August. The predominance of retrograde
planets turns attention to the past. People and/or
events from the past may resurface at this time in
order to bring closure or redirection. This is a time for
deep inner contemplation and, here again, the
potential for bringing old grudges, burdens and
misunderstandings to an end. Saturn retrograde in
Sagittarius suggests that we use this period to rewrite,
redirect and reconfigure our lives in order to get
moving and keep moving in new and appropriate
directions.
The eclipse reveals a theme of shining light into the
dark corners in order to cast out shadows of doubt
and fear. The light illumines areas where we have
outgrown the ideas and beliefs that we have stood by
and it is time to expand our perspectives to embrace
new life. The third and final square between Jupiter
and Pluto (exact on August 4) can increase drive and
ambition, inspiring us to “live large and accept more as
a natural part of our future”. The balance between
relationships and work comes under the microscope
and in the transformation and growth we are making
we may find that it is yet time to peel away another
layer of our old self.

LEO NEW MOON—August 21st
This total solar eclipse is a global event with the path
of the full eclipse running from Birmingham to
Seattle. It is the second solar eclipse in Leo this year,
amplifying the power of all that this eclipse brings even
more. One of the points of most direct viewing is over
Crowheart, WY where the eclipse will be 100%.
Every second, our earth is being bombarded with
millions of megawatts of electromagnetic energy from
the Sun. During a solar eclipse, that stream of infrared,
visible, and ultraviolet light is blocked by our Moon,
which is 400 times smaller than the Sun but,
amazingly, also 400 times closer. This momentary
suspension of electromagnetic energy, affects the
Earth’s magnetic field, as well as our pineal gland and
DNA, causing a reboot and reconfiguration of
consciousness.
Leo is the archetypal lion, indicative of bravery,
strength, power and courage. The archetypal quest of
the hero/heroine is to discover and express our true
identity. This journey to self has distinct stages; The
Lord of the Rings, Star Wars and Harry Potter series
are modern day expressions of this quest. Percival is
one of the oldest and best-known tales of the quest of
the hero. The Earth is under pressure from dire
circumstances, that force us to leave the familiar and
venture into the unknown. As the magik returns
humanity is finding the mentors who support the
journey and the villains who put obstacles in the way.
We are forced to face our worst fears and, in doing so,
we are transformed and empowered. We experience
life and death, and receive symbols of our coming-upover the limits of Illusion. Life is the greatest teacher,

yet when we are faced with the aspects of our quest in
every day affairs we tend to believe that we are being
punished or denied rather than tested to reveal our
worth.
Several factors potentize this solar eclipse. The North
Node in Leo designates our spiritual frontier—in this
case, the embodiment of heart-centered
consciousness. This reveals the necessity to forgive
logical, left-brained thinking and align with heart/soul
centered awareness that changes the perspective of
what life’s experiences are really bringing us. This shift
allows us to experience life as a reality of Love, rather
than an Illusion of fear. We have been programed to
value logic over feeling, conformity over creativity. It is
probably no coincidence that heart disease is the
leading cause of premature death worldwide. Logic
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and practicality lead to conceptual living rather
intimate involvement in one’s own life and affairs. We
have been taught to focus outward, especially on the
lives of others, rather than on ourselves. We have
been taught to doubt our own understanding of our
body, emotions and spiritual alignment with goodness
and Love. The South Node in Leo indicates the
necessity to transmute the shadow side of Aquarius,
which can hold lofty thoughts but be unaware that “we
must be the change we wish to see” (Gandhi). Mars is
also in Leo and conjunct this eclipse, amplifying the
cosmic directive to act from, for and with Love. Mars
in Leo activates our passion, pride and willingness to
take a risk, while Saturn’s close trine with Mars
counsels us to be conscious of rash behavior and
selfish motives. The interdependence of our masterful
selves allows us to appreciate just how affective
integrity, respect and love can be.
Uranus brings a sense of necessity for change and the
ability to step out of the shadow of old models, into
the brilliant light of new and exciting ways of
expressing our gifts. Uranus in Aries, Saturn in
Sagittarius and the Sun, Moon, North Node and Mars
in Leo form a dynamic grand trine in fire. This
inspires inventive genius to blossom and new horizons
to be explored. Uranus is part of a wide grand square
with Venus and Ceres in Cancer, Jupiter in Libra and
Pluto in Capricorn, challenging us to keep moving
forward while expressing compassion, empathy and
consideration. Uranus makes the first of five semisquares to Neptune (August 11, 2017 to May 1, 2019)
initiating their Crescent phase, which reveals the
consequences of what has resulted since their prior
conjunction in 1993. Quantum leaps in technology—
especially the explosion of the influences of Internet,
smart phones and social media. These have radically
changed how we communicate, work and live. It is
being revealed that, rather than to bringing people
closer together, social media is creating lonely, ill
adjusted and often sick people, because the necessity
for human contact both physically and mentally is
being denied. There is a requirement for the electrical
impulses of brain waves and intimate energetic contact
with others to support life. When infants in an
orphanage are deprived of human contact they can
develop a failure to thrive and often die. Obviously,
older children and adults can suffer the same
challenges when they are cut off from direct human
responses. Electronics are quick, but they do not truly
convey Love. Instead, addictions are formed to the
ding of emails and text messages coming in, that
distract those caught in this web, so that they cannot be
productive, involved humans. Those in this trap are
led into it so easily that they do not even realize that

they are addicted, until someone suggests that they
leave their cellphone behind.
This is the second Leo New Moon this year. The first
was July 23 at 0 degrees 44 minutes Leo. This
emphasizes the necessity to integrate this sign’s
spiritual qualities. Two lunations in the same sign have
more impact than two New Moons or two Full Moons
in the same month.
Love is perhaps the most misunderstood word in the
English language. We have come to use love in place
of like to suggest intensity of emotion. The spiritual
quality of Love has been lost in the distance created by
using a word that implies great value, to things or
people that are mildly attractive. We no longer
perceive Love as the very fabric of our existence, the
Source from which we were created, that which holds
all of creation together. Love in this sense is not a
verb, but a state of consciousness, life defined as
unified and sacred. In Love there is no duality, such as
has defined separation and been the perpetrator of
division through judgment and alienation from the
spiritual wisdom within.
The opening of heart-centered consciousness is no
longer just a lovely ideal, but a necessity for the
survival of the Earth and her children. The greed and
inhumanity that has come to be taken for granted is
creating monumental
Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
The Rite of Passage to Self is the power of home
coming. It is time for all to make the journey to Self!
The Rite of Passage helps each being to move
through the old limits that have held humanity away
from the recognition of true Self within. The home
coming helps the remembering of the connection to
God/Goddess all that is. This is a choice for Love. –
St. Germain
Living an elegant and gracious life means living here
and now. As you are present in the moment
conscious enlightenment and conscious Love fulfill
all of your creations. -- St. Germain
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As the heart opens, things that have been hidden are
revealed. The Revelations of your most intimate and
private feelings come to consciousness and you can
delight in the blessings of knowing yourself. – St.
Germain
She knows your name. She knows all of your names.
She listens to every inhale of breath, waiting for the
exhale that follows. -- Lazaris

ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Dearly Beloved Masters, when you feel anger to the
point of hatred, what is the driving fear that makes
such reaction necessary? Anger is just a thin veneer for
fear and humanity is being offered so many reasons to
fear, but when you look deep into the depths of your
true self, what is driving the anger to rage?
Right now, on the planet the energies are moving
more and more toward the imperative of unity and
oneness. The EGO does not like to be told what to
do! It will rebel against change and then swear that
change was it’s idea. There is so much confusion as
the paradigms of the old order are being dismantled
and the new paradigms are moving into place. The
Aquarian Age is about Love that is unconditional and
a deep sense of Oneness that touches the heart and
soul to bring to bring Unity. The beliefs of separation
have focused on the isolation of self-limitation. If there
is the need to do things all by oneself, then the
loneliness is becoming more conscious rather than just
“background noise”. Revelation is opening channels
for the love to flow consistently and powerfully now.
Letting Love in appears to be one of the most difficult
shifts on the planet now. Since humanity has lived for

so long, isolated, the idea of opening up to other
people seems to be a terrifying vulnerability. For so
long the panic around “mind-reading” has made
people most uncomfortable. NO ONE READS
YOUR MIND!! Each person broadcasts their
thoughts through the solar plexus and anyone who is
willing to be still mentally can usually pick up on what
is going on in their environment. The shifts in the
energy on the planet are bringing humans closer
together through psychic connection in the collective
consciousness. The interdependence of divine
connection is being revealed more consciously all of
the time, where the illusion perpetuated the belief that
each person is a unit unto themselves with secrets and
plans that others are not to know because, “what
would they say if they knew…..?” When there is the
remembrance in Love that All are one, the mutual
respect and consideration of the value of each
person’s Mastery causes each one to recognize the
worth of the individual rather than fighting to prove
value that already exists.
Separation has created the insidious devaluation of the
individual while making being individual something
worth having. The confusion fuels much of the
conflict on Earth now. People shout about being
“good People” without investing the time in stillness to
truly access the goodness that exists within themselves.
We tell you that you are far greater than you are
willing to accept and yet there are so many destructive
acts perpetrated against goodness because old belief
systems define goodness in such limited parameters.
Goodness is not just acts, but essence. Being poor
does not imply goodness any more than the fact that
someone is rich makes them negative. It is all about
personal choice as to how the Divine creative flow is
directed. Fear blocks the flow of goodness no matter
what race, religion, stratum of society or selfproclamation there is. Fear turns “right” into madness
because of the building of frustration to be heard, to
be recognized and to be Loved for self. Love and
respect must be earned because there is an innate
desire to live up to one’s own personal Mastery. These
times on the planet are not about judgment, but about
healing and the healing does not start outside of self,
but within. Only within self is that connection to the
God-self discovered. Outside there is the sibling rivalry
of loneliness, abandonment and ruthless need to be
better than others “at all costs”.
The EGO sees no harm in killing the enemy, because
the Illusion has given the false perspective that if
someone isn’t just like me they probably are
dangerous. The question then arises, “How dangerous
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are you to self and others”? The EGO does not want
to answer because that would mean that you would be
required to take an inventory of your own thoughts,
beliefs and theories, not to judge so much as to clarify,
“How are you creating your world”? Feel it! Do not
spend a lot of time thinking about the answers,
because the EGO has a stockpile of pat answers that
sound good to those who are not paying attention.
The Healing is something that only the individual can
bring about for self, not because of the necessity to do
it alone, but because, until you are personally willing to
surrender the old ways there is no place for healing
within. The old idea that someone else is supposed to
heal you is a logic that has created abandonment of
self where health is concerned. The expectation that
the doctor or health care practitioner must “make you
well” is a fallacy of the Illusion. The patient (one who
waits quietly) is required to participate in the healing
process or the “cure” doesn’t generally last. When the
one to be healed and the one who will assist with the
healing are in harmony, sharing ideas and acceptance
that the process is for the highest good of all, the
healing not only helps the one who is asking for help,
but can flow positive energy out to everyone involved.
Being aware and willing to be a part of the global
community and world healing, actually begins with
self. If there is no willingness to be well within or if
there is an erroneous belief that there is no necessity
for self-healing then the whole process becomes
skewed by misinformation. EVERYONE ON THE
EARTH REQUIRES DEEP CLEANSING FROM
THE DEBEE OF THE ILLUSION; THE
WOUNDS OF SEPARATION ARE EXTREMELY
PAINFUL AND THE DESIRE TO BLAME
OTHERS DELAYS THE PROCESS OF
FORGIVENESS REQUIRED FOR COMING UP
OVER THE OLD LIMITS.
The blindness of righteousness often prevents the
release that is necessary to find enlightenment within
self. The mind is still acting like a general who issues
orders for battle without considering whether a fight is
truly valid. Most of the world is acting like children
thrashing away at “the big enemy”, while
accomplishing nothing but exhaustion. Spirit waits
quietly until each one is willing to BE STILL AND
LISTEN, rather than continue a war that has no
reason.
The irrational mind and the over reacting emotions
are causing people to wound one another without
realizing that there are no enemies. Friends, family,
community, countries all have a divine right to

experience their own ideas, thoughts and beliefs, but
hating someone for being different is dying with the
Illusion that perpetuated that concept. Everyone is
different. If you hate the differences then there is no
one to Love, especially self. If you only want to be with
those who are “just like you”, you may continue to
stand alone. How sad!
MASTERS DO NOT MAKE EXCUSES,
DEFENSE OR EXPLAINATIONS! So, when there
is the necessity to defend what others are doing the
energy becomes a denial of that other person’s
Mastery. When there is a perceived necessity to
defend someone else, there is also something within
that brings shame, doubt or resistance that must be
hidden or excused. To hate Love as a weakness or
defend cruelty as a necessity requires some deep soul
searching as to why there is fear of the strongest
creative force anywhere—Love without condition. To
be suspicious of those who do not hate, requires
internal investigation, rather than looking away and
denying the emotions that divide. FEAR IS AN
ILLUSION. A wise man said, “The only thing to fear
is fear itself”. When you go to meet the thing that you
fear, either there is nothing there at all or the person
or thing you find is simply something or someone that
you know; a mirror that is too revealing of why you
fear to the point of destruction.
People around the world engage in hating the
President of the United States or hating those who
hate the President. People in all parts of the world
hate the United States or Russia or North Korea or
China or anyone, who in the moment appears to be a
threat. While the greatest threat is the “two-headed
Dragon, EGO” that keeps adding fuel to the fires of
dissension from the inside of each Master in the
becoming. The same EGO Dragon keeps saying that
“If they were truly Masters they wouldn’t act that way”.
You are all Masters and you have spent life times of
forgetfulness that are now being cleansed and cleared.
The cleansing doesn’t come from destroying God’s
creation!! The clearing and purification start in the
Sacred Space in the area of the solar plexus. Your
greatest progress happens when you stop looking
outside for solutions and begin to allow yourself to
connect to the Divine inside. All are God created no
matter what the name that is place on that oneness.
The Oneness embraces the whole, so there are no
arguments about who is better or worse or who should
have control over the Earth and tell everyone else how
to live, The Parental Order is dying with the Illusion,
which means that no human being knows better than
others how this Holy Place must function.
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We watch the wars, the fights over domination, the
intimidation of innocents, the determination to
eliminate those who are wrong, the stubborn
determination to keep things the way that they have
been for life times and what we see from our
perspective is the spreading of Peace, Love and
expanding unity. The wars are simply the EGOs last
efforts to maintain paradigms that are failing. The
EGO fears that there is not enough and is trying to
take from others to build empires that no longer serve
anyone. There are vast attempts to manipulate the
assets on the planet. What those who are still looking
back do not understand is that if you take something
that isn’t yours, not only is there the possibility that
that will be removed, but that the balance will bring
the three-fold law of karma. This is true for those who
have enough, but fear they don’t and it is true for
those who doubt that there will ever be enough no
matter how much or how little they possess. Being rich
is a divine law—the law of plenty! The EGO has
created hatred of those who have and the Illusion that
some are just destined to go without. Divine Law is
“All are created equal is the use of energy of Divine
essence”. There is plenty for everyone and plenty
more where that came from. What you desire is with
you right now, but when the focus of your energy is on
what you see outside of your life and the belief that
you are lacking, lack becomes the way of life that is
created by focusing on limited resources. The mind
says, “I want, I want, I want” and that gives the
energetic perspective that there are things missing in
your life. When the focus is on allowing what you
desire to come to you, suddenly you become an
energy magnet that attracts the essence of good to you.
Prayer is not a grocery list to God—give me, give me
give me, but a stilling of the mind so that you may
listen to the voice of Spirit within. When you pray do
you believe that God listens or are you convinced that
you are never heard? Are you patient about receiving
or do you expect immediate fulfillment? Are you,
honestly willing to accept what you ask for? God
always gives more. Is there anger that what was asked
for was changed to fit your personal requirements?
Are you aware that anger, resentment and fear hold
the desired outcome at a distance? A vast majority of
the world has a wealth of good right at their fingertips,
but the rage of denial is preventing the good from
reaching them. When the focus is on the belief that
others ALWAYS GET WHAT THEY WANT, it
becomes a distraction from the recognition that what is
personally desired is also with you. The Illusion has
held the focus of creation on what others have, get,
accomplish rather than on the amazing good that flows
into each life only to be discounted, like a child
throwing a tantrum who knocks the desired ice cream

cone out of the hand that offers it because it didn’t
come fast enough or it is the wrong flavor. Gratitude
has been thrown into a corner, rejected as
unnecessary, because “Why should I be thankful for
what I don’t have”? The Laws of Nature operate on
gratitude first and then Faith brings the outcome. The
logical mind wants the proof that there is something to
be grateful for and then the EGO makes a negative
assessment, that there is nothing to be thankful for so
why bother. That is why the Lord’s Prayer gives thanks
for things to come rather than what has already been
received and often forgotten. God had no intention
that the children of earth would suffer so. Free will has
allowed the game of separation to be played without a
great deal of intervention. Choice is often made
unconsciously in anger, indifference or discount, but
the outcome is still the same because of Divine Law.
The Laws of creation are profound, yet simple.
Defiance of the Law doesn’t make it work any better.
The rebel has appeared to “get away with things” for
life times of Illusion, but the game is over and those
imbalances are being restored. No matter how much
rebellion, acting out, displays of temper, emotional
reactivation, the Laws are being restored and out of
that balance comes unity, harmony and the living in
Love that is the foundation of Mastery.
ALL ARE MASTERS, no matter how things appear.
To say one is a Master does not mean that the life
reflects the wisdom. When the life is lived Masterfully
there is no necessity to point out the fact. A Masterful
life may be very subtle, but it is recognizably desirable.
Envy cannot imitate Mastery. The desire to discount
those who are living well doesn’t change the fact.
Living well is not created from an attitude of
superiority, but from the focus on the highest and best
for all. It is no one’s responsibility to make everyone
happy, because each person must be willing to accept
the good. Living life well is a Sacred Art and a Masters
choice.
May each and every one, choose to live life to the
fullest. Anything that denies delight is being given,
entirely too much energy. In Love, we hold the most
powerful intensions that all may find the life that
fulfills them. I AM the Master St. Germain I bid you
Adieu
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ADS
In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.
Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

These are pictures of Linda Thomas’s new center for
Eternal Ice, her crystal business.
Below is a picture of the gazebo that is a part of the
grounds of the center.

Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.
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You can contact her at:

(307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE

Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.

Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as in the Gratitude painting above. She has
wonderful paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very
fun pair of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk
Email Linda and she can email examples

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
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her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a background
in chiropractic medicine. She can assist in physical,
emotional and spiritual healing through the music
table, color box, nutritional counseling and many
other offerings. Annalaiya is moving to Powell, WY to
take part in Linda Thomas’s new center.
Call 307 332-9882 for appointments and information.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, who does reiki,
Bio-Genesis tools, Crystal layouts and other
modalities. You can reach her for massage
appointments at 307 349-2120.
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